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ABSTRACT 
This paper studies the approximation of the set of minimal implicates and the effect 
this approximation has on their corresponding minimally consistent explanations. A 
general definition for approximated minimal implicates, called selective implicates, is 
presented. Three specific instances of selective implicates: query-based, ATMS-based 
and length-based are studied. Using the set of query-based minimal implicates and its 
approximation, explanations are generated and the properties of these explanations are 
studied. The goal of these studies is to propose a framework for incorporating 
knowledge-guided and resource-bounded approximation i to computational bduc- 
tion. The potential benefit might include the discovery of a useful and tractable 
approximation strategy for computational abduction. 
KEYWORDS: Query-based implicates, A TM S-based implicates, length,based 
implicates, computational bduction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Artificial Intelligence, abduction--a form of reasoning by finding 
explanations--is emerging as an important reasoning paradigm in many 
applications uch as diagnostic reasoning. This is evident in the develop- 
ment of systems like RESIDUE (Finger and Genesereth [1]), THEORIST 
(Poole et al., [2], ATMS (de Kleer, [3]), and Clause Management Systems 
(CMS) (Reiter and de Kleer [4], Kean and Tsiknis [5], Kean and Tsiknis 
[6]). 
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Computational bduction, in propositional logic, is formulated as finding 
a consistent sentence (explanation) together with some facts in the knowl- 
edge base implies a given query. Additionally, it is also desirable to 
compute the "minimal" one. 1 We shall call the consistency and minimal- 
ity of explanation the descriptive adequacy criteria of computational 
abduction. 
The complexity of abduction that is, finding consistent and minimal 
explanation, is NP-hard since it requires satisfying the consistency and 
minimality of an explanation (Bylander et al. [7]). 
In a Clause Management System (CMS), the computation of these 
explanations i  via the notion of minimal implicates. Intuitively, a minimal 
implicate of a set of sentences E is a logical consequence of E and it has 
the property of being minimal. In CMS, the set of minimal implicates of a 
knowledge base is compiled or preprocessed. The purpose of the compila- 
tion is to facilitate explanation finding for a given query via fast set 
operations on the set of minimal implicates (Reiter and de Kleer, [4], Kean 
and Tsiknis [6], Kean and Tsiknis [5]). 
Nonetheless, the complexity of abduction has revealed that the compiled 
approach is achieving fast explanation finding at the expense of using 
exponential space and time in the incremental compilation of minimal 
implicates (Kean and Tsiknis [8]). We shall call the computational com- 
plexity of abduction the procedural adequacy criteria of computational 
abduction. In light of such a procedural dequacy drawback, two questions 
in computational bduction arise: 
Question A: Can restricting expressiveness of the knowledge base, thus 
limiting the expressiveness of explanation, result in tractable abduc- 
tion without sacrificing descriptive adequacy? 
Question B: Is a framework of knowledge-guided or resource-bounded 
approximation strategies justified since such a framework implies in 
general foregoing lobal consistency and minimality of explanation 
with respect o the knowledge base? 
In question A, the answer seems to be negative. For instance, in 
de Kleer's ATMS [3], the knowledge base is restricted to Horn clauses and 
the type of explanations allowed is restricted to a set of assumptions 
literals. In such a restricted context, many non-Horn problems cannot be 
encoded in the ATMS. Even though satisfiability of Horn clauses is linear, 
finding minimal and consistent explanation in Horn clauses is not. For 
instance, in the ATMS a set of assumptions containing n literals has 
potentially 2 n environments (minimal and consistent explanations) 
1 The exact definition of minimality will be given later. 
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(de Kleer [9], p. 198). To further restrict he expressiveness of the ATMS 
in exchange for tractability is of course not meaningful, because the 
restricted ATMS will not be able to solve many problems. 
Because computational bduction is inherently a very hard problem, a 
new attitude towards research in this area is needed. In this paper, the 
concept of approximation is incorporated into computational bduction 
and a new research paradigm for computational bduction is proposed by 
answering Question B. Question B suggests acrificing lobal consistency 
and global minimality of explanation with respect o the knowledge base. 
A proposal for studying Question B is expressed in two forms. 
First, we can define a new notion of descriptive adequacy for approxima- 
tion in abduction that is to satisfy the local consistency and minimality of 
an explanation with respect to the amount of computational effort 
expended. This is a reasonable property because the least we should expect 
of a competent system is that the computational effort it expends i  useful. 
Second property is that the more computational effort it spends, the 
closer the system comes to satisfying the global consistency and global 
minimality criteria. This is referred to as an any-time algorithmic strategy 
(Dean and Boddy [10]). This requirement is extremely useful because it 
shifts the responsibility for addressing high complexity to the task of 
allocating computational resources. Also, it provides the flexibility for 
quick approximated explanation under restricted resources, and more 
desirable quality of explanation when resources are available. Additionally, 
if computational resources are limited and the computational effort for 
finding minimal explanation requires more than allocated resources, then 
it is better to have an approximated xplanation that satisfies the adequacy 
of approximation than to have no answer. 
Such notion of approximation is indirectly evident in diagnostic reason- 
ing. For instance, in (de Kleer and Williams [1], de Kleer [2]), they 
proposed using probabilistic approach to focus on leading diagnoses, thus 
minimizing the combinatoric explosion of generating diagnoses. The idea is 
to focus on those sections of the device in which probable faults can occur 
based on some a priori probability or approximated probability. In the 
absence of the knowledge of probability, some other notion of focusing is 
required. In fact, this paper proposed a general scheme of approximating 
abduction based on the idea of a focus. The proposed scheme ncapsulate 
both probabilistic and non-probabilistic approaches, however, only the 
non-probabilistic (or symbolic approach) is presented. 
1.1. Approximation 
To be precise about the notion of approximation i  abduction, we must 
provide a definition of what we mean by an approximation. One possible 
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definition of approximation is in terms of the quality of being close to the 
desired quality. If the problem domain is numerical, the difference between 
the desired and the approximated quality is the measure of error of the 
approximation. However, such a metric for approximation is not straight- 
forward in symbolic omputation. In the absence of numeric terms, the 
metric for symbolic approximation is the difference in logical properties 
between the desired and the approximated quality. The notion of measur- 
ing the adequacy of symbolic approximation i  terms of logical property is 
unconventional but is worth exploring. 
For example, the desired quality of an implicates i the property of being 
minimal with respect o the knowledge base ~. In the case of an explana- 
tion for a given query, the desired quality is that of minimality and 
consistency with respect to the knowledge base 2£. The difference in logical 
properties between the desired and approximated quality will be the 
measure of the approximation adequacy. For instance, an approximated 
explanation having the property of being consistent and minimal with 
respect o a subset of the knowledge base is termed as the approximated 
quality of that explanation with respect o the whole knowledge base. 
The choice of approximation is no doubt very closely tied to computa- 
tion whether in complexity or naturalness. First, there are four issues 
involved in designing approximation. They are the desired quality, approxi- 
mated quality, computation, and approximation as shown in Figure 1. In 
quadrant (I), given the definition of a desired quality X, the following 
questions concerning the computations are asked: How to compute the 
desired quality X and does the algorithm correctly compute the desired 
quality X? As shown in quadrant (II), similar questions arise when the 
definition of the approximated quality of X is given. 
The questions in quadrant (III) is slightly different: Given the desired 
quality X, can we define a good approximation for it and what is the 
difference in quality between the approximation and the desired quality 
X? Obviously, the questions in quadrant (III) are about the definition and 
properties of approximation. Given the answers, we can move the approxi- 
mation problem to quadrant (II) where the computation problem is 
addressed. 
Finally, in quadrant (IV), a bold proposal for symbolic approximation is 
stated: Given the definition of an approximated quality X, how can we 
approximate he approximated quality of X. In numerical approximation, 
this strategy is present but not obvious. For instance, the theoretical 
analysis of an approximation may differ or is approximated by the actual 
implementation using finite precision floating point arithmetic. In symbolic 
approximation, sometimes it is desirable to give an ideal definition of an 
approximated quality X for the purpose of studying its properties. 
Nonetheless, it may be difficult or unnatural to compute the approximated 
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Figure 1. Adequacy issues in approximation. 
quality and thus an approximation is necessary. In this way, the second 
approximation will at least inherit some of the properties from the first. In 
this paper, we shall examine the role of approximation of implicates and 
explanations using the strategies mentioned. 
1.2. Implicates and Explanations 
We shall first examine the role of implicates in abduction. Without loss 
of generality, we shall assume a propositional language .~ over a vocabu- 
lary 7/, and a literal is either x or -7 x for any x ~ •. A disjunctive/ 
conjunctive clause is a disjunction/conjunction of literals. If C is a 
disjunctive clause, the negation, ~ C, is a conjunctive clause. A (CNF) 
formula is a conjunction of disjunctive clauses. Hereafter, a clause is 
assumed to be a disjunctive clause unless stated otherwise. 
A clause and a formula are sometimes represented by a set. If a clause 
C = c 1 v c 2 v c3, its corresponding set notation is C = {c a, c 2, %} where 
each c i, 1 < i < n is a literal. We shall assume set operations for example, 
intersection (~) ,  difference ( - )  and union (O)  on clauses of the same 
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connectives. For example, if A and B are disjunctive clauses, A -B  is 
also a disjunctive clause. 
Similarly, if E = Ct A "" A C n is a formula, where each C i, 1 < 
i < n is a clause, then its corresponding set is E = {C 1 . . . . .  C,}. For 
legibility, we shall use implication as in a A b ~ c V d to denote the 
clause -Ta v --lb Vc  vd .  
A clause P subsumes a clause Q if P _c Q. The function SUB(E) is a 
maximal subset of E such that no C ~ SUB('2) is subsumed by another 
clause C' ~ C in E. 2 A clause R is fundamental if a pair of complemen- 
tary literals {x, -1 x} ~ R for any x, otherwise it is non-fundamental. 
Given a formula E, a clause P such that E ~ P is an implicate of E. An 
implicate P of E is minimal if there is no other implicate P '  4= P of E 
such that P '  subsumes P. 
In more familiar terms, the set of all implicates of a formula E is the set 
of all logical consequences of E, that is, Cn(E). Thus, the set of all 
minimal implicates of E is the set M I (E )= {MIM'  ¢ M for M and 
M'~Cn(E)} .  For example, let E={- -Ta  vb , -~bVc},  the set of all 
minimal implicates is M I (E )={- la  vb , - lb  vc , -~a vc ,  a v - la,  
b v -7 b, c v -7 c , . . .  }. Note that every smallest tautology x v ~ x for 
x ~ ~" is a minimal implicate if it is not subsumed by an x or -1 x in E. 
In fact, this tautology is called a minimal trivial implicate of E and is 
defined only for correctness of the definition of minimal implicates. To 
contrast, those implicates in MI(E) that are not minimal trivial is called 
prime implicates. By the definition of implicate, the set MI(E) is finite if 
the vocabulary ~- is finite, but the set of minimal trivial implicates is 
generated only when it is needed (Kean and Tsiknis [5]). Without loss of 
generality, the minimal trivial implicate is written only if it is needed. 
Studying the set of minimal implicates is of great importance in the 
computational spect of abduction. In abduction, an explanation E (con- 
junctive clause) for a query G (disjunctive clause) with respect o formula 
E is defined as follows: (1) E ~ E ~ G and (2) E ~ ~ E (or E U E is 
consistent). Similarly, a minimal explanation E of G is one such that no 
proper subset of E is an explanation for G with respect o E. If the set 
MI(E) is known a priori finding a minimal implicate M such that M n 
G v~ O ensures that E = ~(M - G) is a valid explanation for G and is 
consistent with E. For example, let E = {-~ a v ~ b v g, -7 a}. The con- 
junction a A b cannot be an explanation for g because it is inconsistent 
2 Note that this definition of subsumption is the definition used in theorem proving (Loveland 
[3], p. 36), as opposed to the notion of subsumption found in knowledge representation i  
which a concept subsumes another concept just in case the former covers all the instances of 
the latter. 
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with --7 a in ~. By minimality, MI(E)  = {-7 a, g v -7 g} ensuring that the 
clause -~ a v --1 b v g is not in MI('Z) and therefore the only explanation 
for g in ~ is g itself. 
Additionally, the minimality of an implicate guarantees to some extent 
the minimality of the explanation. 3 For example, let E = {-1 a v -7 b v 
g, -7 a V g}. The explanation a A b for g is not minimal because a alone is 
an explanation for g. Again, by minimality, MI('2) = {-~ a v g, g v -1 g} 
ensuring that the clause ~a v -Tb  v g is not considered. Thus, 
the minimality of an implicate plays two important roles in finding an 
explanation: 
1. to ensure consistency of the explanation E, and 
2. to achieve to some extent he minimality of E. 
The approach of pre-computing minimal implicates is useful because 
once compiled, the compiled knowledge base can be used over and over 
again instead of computing the minimal implicates on-the-fly for each 
session of explanation finding. 
Obviously, if the task does not involve much explanation finding, there is 
no sense in compiling the knowledge base into minimal implicates because 
it can potentially take a long time to compile. However, in the majority of 
cases, if the task is to perform a lot of explanation finding then it is 
worthwhile to spend a lot of running time once thus save running time on 
explanation finding. Thus, the purpose of compiling is that it pays in the 
long run. Some of the systems that used the compiled approach are the 
ATMS (de Kleer [3]) and the CMS (Kean and Tsiknis [5]). 
Unfortunately, a distinct drawback of the compiled approach is the size 
of the set of minimal implicates. It is known in the literature that in the 
worst case the number of prime implicates (a subset of the minimal 
implicates) of a formula ~ is exponential in ~ (Chandra and Markowsky 
[4]). Also, in a special case when the set of prime implicates is compiled 
incrementally that is, II is a set of prime implicates of ~ and C is a new 
clause, the number of prime implicates of H u C is the worst case the size 
of 17i with an exponent of the size of C (Kean and Tsiknis [8]). 
1.3. Constraints and Approximation 
When using a compiled knowledge base, we observe that many of the 
minimal implicates compiled are not used in any way in the query process- 
3 Unfortunately, it does not guarantee it absolutely. To achieve that, the set of all explana- 
tions of G with respect o ~ must be available to ensure minimality. This is an inherent 
property of minimality (Reiter and de Kleer [4], Kean and Tsiknis [5]). 
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ing. For illustration, consider a formula 
= {a ~b,b~c,c~d,d~g} 
where g is the query literal. The set of all minimal implicates of X is 
{a --* b ,  a ~ c ,  a --* d ,  a ~ g ,  
b~c,b~d,b~g,  
c ~d,c  ~g,  
d~g,  
a ~a,b~b,c~c,d~d,g~g}.  
The set of all minimal explanations of g with respect o ~ is the set {a, b, 
c, d, g}. Notice that the set of so called "intermediate" clauses involved in 
the transitive closure for g, for instance a ~ c, a ~ d, b ---, d .. . .  are not 
used to process the query g after X's compilation. 
One possible simplification of the compiled knowledge base, if we have 
prior knowledge of which literals are likely to appear in queries, is to keep 
only those minimal implicates that have common vocabulary with the set 
of queries, and forget those that do not have common vocabulary with the 
set of queries. The following illustrates those implicates that are kept and 
those that are ignored. 
original keep forget 
a~b a~g a~c 
b~c b~g a~d 
c~d c~g b~d 
d~g 
Such a scenario arises very commonly in circuit diagnosis, where the query 
g is usually some observation of the inputs and outputs, and the "inter- 
mediate" clauses are those describing the circuits in between the input and 
the output. 
Better yet, why not just compute (during compilation) minimal impli- 
cates that are "relevant," that is those that have common vocabulary with 
the set of queries, assuming the vocabulary is known a priori. Obviously, 
such knowledge-guided computation is an approximation of the set of all 
minimal implicates and consequently the explanation obtained from this 
approximated set of implicates may or may not satisfy global consistency 
and global minimality requirements. 
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Another possible approximation method for computing minimal impli- 
cates we will call resource-bounded approximation. The strategy is to 
compute minimal implicates of a certain length n. Because an implicate is 
a clause, its length is the number of literals it contains. Again, the question 
that arises regarding resource-bounded approximation is what will be the 
properties of explanations obtained from this approximated set of impli- 
cates with respect o consistency and minimality? 
The idea of knowledge-guided and resource-bounded approximation of
implicates uggests that a general scheme of implicate approximation can 
be defined for the purpose of abduction. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (Selective Implicates) A clause C is a selective implicate 
of E if E ~ C and ~qZ(C) holds for some constraint ~ .  The clause C is a 
selective minimal implicate of ~i, if there is no other implicate C' 4= C of E 
such that C' subsumes C. 
Because very implicate of E is a logical consequence of E, the idea of 
a selective implicate is to filter certain type of logical consequences based 
on the constraint ~'. The selection process may be based on the number of 
literals in an implicate that is, resource-bounded, or certain pattern 
of literals appearing in the implicate that is, knowledge-guided. 
In general, a set of implicates of E that is selective will be a subset of 
Cn(E) and may be a subset of MI(E). We can view this restricted set as a 
form of approximation of the minimal implicates of E. The differences in 
properties between the minimal explanations for the query G with respect 
to E obtained from the restricted set, and the unrestricted set will be the 
measurement of the success of the approximation. 
2. QUERY-BASED IMPLICATES 
As suggested in the previous ection, a useful restriction ~' is to select 
implicates that have common literals with the query. Intuitively, assuming 
we know a priori the vocabulary of the queries, we should only compute 
the implicates that share this vocabulary. One application for query-based 
approximation is the notion of compile on-demand in the framework of 
the CMS. Let E be a set of clauses, for each computation of an explana- 
tion for a query G, we will begin by compiling the set of implicates related 
by vocabulary to G. If the G-related implicates are already present, the 
system requires minimal effort to detect the fact, and produces no new 
G-related implicates. Subsequently, we find the explanation for G from 
this set of G-related implicates. 
Thus, over a sequence of queries the set of implicates will accumulate. If 
the vocabulary of E is a subset of the vocabulary of all the queries, then 
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this technique is equivalent to compiling MI(E). Thus, this scheme satis- 
fies the adequacy criteria for an any-time strategy in computation, that is 
the more queries with different vocabulary are posed, the closer we come 
to the set MI(Y,). Additionally, if some of the G-related minimal impli- 
cates are removed because of limited storage, then the above scheme will 
regenerate those that are missing. The restoration process relies on the 
assumption that the original knowledge base E is available. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (Query-based Implicate) Let "~ be a formula and 
Q = {ql . . . . .  qn} be a set ofliterals that occur in the queries. A clause C is 
a query-based implicate of ~ restricted by Q if ~ ~ C and C n Q ~ ~. 
The clause C is a minimal query-based implicate of S., restricted by Q, if 
there is no other implicate C' ~ C of E such that C' subsumes C. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 Consider a simple circuit example in Figure 2. We shall 
assume a simple fault model such that inconsistent values on the input and 
output wires reflect the abnormality of the inverter. The circuit is an 
inverter I, with input X, and output Y. 
If the input is X - - -0  and the output is Y=I ,  the inverter I is 
not abnormal denoted by the predicate ~ ab(I) that is, X = 0 A Y = 
1 ~ ~ ab(I). Similarly, to describe the abnormality of the inverter, we 
need the fact X = 0 A Y = 0 ~ ab(I). Additionally, we include the equal- 
ity axioms X = 0 ~ ~ X = 1 and -1X = 1 ~ X = 0 to describe the fact 
that wire X can have exactly one value (exclusive) and wire X must have 
one value (existence). Thus, our knowledge base E in CNF form contains 
the following information: 
Y.= ( ( i )  ~X,=OV ab(I) VY= 1, 
(ii) ~X=OV ~ab(I)  vY=O,  
(m) X=OvX=l ,  
(iv) Y=Ov Y= 1, 
(v) -TX= 1 V ab(I) V Y=O, 
(vi) --,X= 1v  ~ab(I)  V Y= 1, 
(vii) ~X=OV ~X=l ,  
(viii) -1Y -0v  -~ Y= 1}. 
The observation for the inverter circuit in example 2.1 is X = 0 ---, Y = 0, 
and by clausal form transformation, the set of literals which occur in the 
query is Q = { -1 X -- 0, Y = 0}. We shall use MIlQI(E) to denote the set of 
all minimal query-based implicates of E restricted by Q and for the circuit 
x Y 
0 ~ -~=-0 
Figure 2. An abnormal inverter. 
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example they are enumerated below. 
MIiQl(Y.)={-~ab(I)V -~X=Ov Y=O, ~ab(I)  v ~X=Ov -~Y=I, 
-~ ab(l) v X= 1 v Y=O, ab(I) v ~ X=O v Y= 1, 
ab(l) v -~X=0 v ~Y=0, ab(l) v X=0V Y=0, 
ab(I) V ~ X= I v Y=O, 
-~X=I v ~X=0,  Y=I v Y=0, 
X=OV X=O, ~Y=OV Y= 0}. 
To compare, the following set denotes some minimal implicates of E 
not generated because they do not have common vocabulary with Q. 
MI (E)  - MIIQI(E ) = { 
-~ab(1) v X=IV-~Y=I ,~ab( I )  v -~X=IV-~Y=O,  
-~ab( I )  v ~X=lv  Y=l , -~ab( l )  v X=0V~Y=0,  
~ab(1)  v X=0v Y=I ,  ab( l )  v X=0v-~Y=I ,  
ab( I )  v ~X=Iv  ~Y=I ,  ab( l )  v X=Iv  ~Y=0,  
ab( I )  v X=lV  Y=I ,  
X=0V X=I ,  -~Y=0V -~Y= 1, 
X=IV-~X=I ,  Y=Iv -~Y=I  . . . .  }. 
We shall use E ~lOl C to denote a restricted entailment meaning E ~ C 
and C c~ Q :~ ~ for some set of query literals Q. The following lemma 2.1 
describes a property of this restricted entailment. 
LEMMA 2.1 Giuen a formula E, a set of query literals Q and a clause 
C c_ Q, E ~lQi C iffthere is a C' ~ MIIQI(E) that subsumes C. 
Proof 
ifi Let 2£ [ZZlQ L C. If there is no proper subset C' of C such that E ~ C', 
then by minimality C ~ MIIQI(Yi,). Assume there is such a proper subset C' 
of C. Since C' c_ C and C c Q, therefore C' _ Q. Hence, by the defin- 
ition of minimal query-based implicate (definition 2.1), C'~ MIIQI(Yi,) 
contradicting C is minimal. 
only-if: Let C' ~ MItQl(Y,) and C' subsumes C. By definition 2.1, X ~ C'. 
Since C' subsumes C and C c Q, therefore X ~1ol C. QED 
Note that the relationship between the restricted entailment and sub- 
sumption is false for the case C ~ Q. To construct such a case, let the 
condition be C ~ Q. Since X ~l~i C, C c~ Q ¢ @, thus C - Q ¢ @. If we 
let C' =C-Q and assume that ~ ~C' ,  then C' cC  therefore C 
MIIQI(E). Moreover, C' ~ MIIQI(E) too because C' c~ Q = @. 
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Intuitively, the above fact states that the relationship between restricted 
entailment and subsumption is not preserved if the consequence C contains 
non:query related literals. 
Other trivial facts concerning minimal implicates and query-based 
minimal implicates are: 
1. MI(E) _c Cn('Z) and 
2. MIIQt(E) c Cn(E). 
Alternately, the set MIIQI(E) can be defined in terms of Cn(E) as 
follows: let Cn('Z) be the set of all logical consequences of E, thus, 
MI(E) = SUB(Cn(E)). And, the set of query-based minimal implicates 
restricted by Q with respect to E is MIIQI(E)= {P IP  ~ MI(E), P ¢q 
a :~ Q}. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 Let E be a formula, MI(E) be the set of minimal 
implicates of ~ and MILQI(E) be the set of query-based minimal implicates 
of E restricted by Q, the set MIIQI( E ) c_ MI( E ). 
Proof Let C ~ MIIQI(E) and assume that C ~ MI(~). By definition 2.1. 
the clause C is an implicate and it is minimal with respect o ~. According 
to the definition of minimal implicate, C is also a minimal implicate, 
contradicting the assumption. Therefore C ~ MI(E). QED 
The inclusion properties of the sets Cn(E), MI(E) and MIIQI('Z) are 
illustrated in Figure 3. 
3. PROBLEMS WITH COMPUTING QUERY-BASED IMPLICATES 
To compute minimal query-based implicate, according to definition 2.1., 
we must determine that no proper subset of it is an implicate of E. This 
implies a minimal query-based implicate relies on the fact all other 
minimal implicates (without restriction) of E are known. This also imply 
Cn(Z) 
MI(Z) 
Figure 3. Set inclusion properties of Cn, MI and MIIQ I of N. 
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when Q is a small subset of 7/, the set MIIQI(2£) saves space compared to 
MI(2£). However, the time needed to compute the set MIIQI(2£) is equal to 
that required to compute MI(2£). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. To illustrate this fact, let the set of query literals Q = {q}, 
and 
X = { - .a  V bl, ~b  I v b 2 . . . .  , ~b ._  1 v b.,  ~b~,  -rip v q ,p  v -~a}. 
We can derive two implicates, -1 a and -7 a v q, using clauses in E, 
tabulated as two derivation sequences shown below: 
non-query-based implicate query-based implicate 
~avb 1 -~pVq 
-rib 1 v b 2 p v ~a 
b 2 v b 3 
bn~ 1 V b n 
b n 
~aVq 
~a 
The implicate -1 a derived from the left sequence, is a non-query- 
based implicate and it subsumes ~ a v q which is a query-based impli- 
cate derived from the right sequence. Thus, to ensure the minimality 
of ~ a v q, the long derivation sequence involving non-query-based 
implicates on the left is required. Intuitively, a clause is minimal with 
respect o 2£ if we know that no other clause in 2£ subsumes it. Also note 
that none of the clauses in the left sequence are query-based implicates 
because they have empty intersection with Q. 
Consequently, to ensure a query-based implicate is minimal, other 
implicates, query-based or not, must be generated. Although these gen- 
erated non-query-based implicates are discarded afterwards, the time 
required to generate them is as much as the time needed to generate 
MI(2£). 
Ideally, we would like to have an algorithm to compute MIIQI(2£) without 
computing all the minimal implicates. We shall investigate such possibil- 
ity using an approximation algorithm to generate minimal query-based 
implicates. 
We shall attempt o characterize such an approximation. In generating 
MIIQI(2£), we observed that the minimality requirement in the definition of 
query-based implicate is the cause for consuming computation time. To 
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address this drawback, we relax the requirement of minimality by defining 
minimality with respect o clauses that are also query-based. Subsequently, 
we use a natural method for computing implicates called a consensus 
operation (definition 3.2.), augmented with the restriction suggested by our 
query-based philosophy and the minimality relaxation suggested above to 
approximate MIpQI(~). 
As suggested above, we define a variant of minimal query-based implicate 
as follows: 
DEFINITION 3.1. (approximated minimal query-based implicate) A 
clause C is an approximated minimal query-based implicate of ~ restricted 
by Q if C is a query-based implicate of F, and there is no other query-based 
implicate of ~ such that C' subsumes C. 
The above definition suggests that the minimality of a query-based 
implicate is verified with respect to other query-based implicates, as 
opposed to the set of all implicates. For example, let 
= {(1) --la vb , (2 )  ~b, (3 )  -Tp Vq , (4 )  p v ~a,  
(5) h VcVq, (6 )  -~h v -Ta} 
and the set of query literals Q = {q}. First, the clauses (1) and (2) yield an 
implicate -1 a, which is not a query-based implicate because it does not 
contain q. Second, the clauses (3) and (4) yields an implicate q v ~ a, 
which is an approximated minimal query-based implicate because it is not 
subsumed by any other query-based implicate. Note that ~ a does sub- 
sume it, but ~ a is not a query-based implicate. Finally, the clauses (5) and 
(6) yield the implicate c v q v -7 a, which is not an approximated minimal 
query-based implicate because it is subsumed by the query-based implicate 
q v ~ a. Intuitively, the set of all approximated minimal query-based 
implicates, denoted by MII'QI(E), contains the set MIIQI(E). 
PROPOSITTON 3.1. Let E be a formula and Q be a set of query literals. The 
set MIIQI(~) c_ MII'Qr(E ). 
Proof Let the clause C ~ MIIQI(~,) and assume that C ~ MIl'Ql('£,). By 
the definition 2.1. of query-based implicate, the clause C is an implicate of 
2£, C n Q 4~ O and there is no other implicate C' of ~ that subsumes C. 
Since C is minimal with respect o E, by definition 3.1, C is an approxi- 
mated minimal query-based implicate of E, contradicting the assumption. 
Therefore C ~ MIp'ot(~). QED 
Since the set MIFQI(Z) C MI(~,), the intersection of MI(~,) and MI(QI('£) 
is the set MIIQI(]~) as shown in the following Figure 4, and is stated 
formally in proposition 3.2. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 7. be a set of clauses and Q be a set of query 
literals. The set MIIQI(~) = MI(N) n MII'QI(~). 
Proof Assume that the clause C ~ MI('2) n MII'QI(~) and C ~ MIIQ I 
(~). Hence, C ~ MI('Z) and C ~ MI(QI('Z). By definition 3.1, C ~ MI(el(~) 
implies that C n Q 4: Q. By the assumption, C ~ MI('Z) implies that C is 
minimal with respect o 1£. Therefore, by the definition 2.1. C is a minimal 
query-based implicate, that is C ~ MIIoI(~). Conversely, let the clause 
C E MIIQI(~,). By proposition 2.1. and 3.1., C ~ MI(E) n MII'QI(E). QED 
In fact, definition 3.1. suggests a systematic algorithm to compute the set 
MII'QI(E). To implement his, we need a notion called the consensus 
operation used commonly in switching theory (Bartee et al., [5]). The 
consensus method is simply propositional resolution in clausal form with 
added restrictions. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A = {x} U A' and B = { ~ x} U B' be two clauses. 
The consensus of A and B with respect o the variable x is CS(A, B, x) = 
A' U B' irA' U B' is fundamental. 
For instance, using clause (i) and (vii) in the circuit example, 
CS(~X=Ov -~Y= 1 v ~ab( I ) ,X=IvX=O, -~X=O)  
=X= 1 v -~Y= 1 v -~ab(I ) .  
Subsequently, using clause (viii) to resolve with the above consensus, we 
obtained 
CS(X= 1 v ~Y= 1 v -~ab( I ) ,Y= 1 v Y=0,  ~Y= 1) 
=X= 1 vY=Ov ~ab( I ) .  
Every consensus obtained from clauses in 22 is an implicate of £.4 In 
order to obtain a query-based implicate, the consensus operation is given 
4 For more details, ee Kean and Tsiknis [8]. 
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the additional restriction that CS(A, B, x) n Q ~ 0 for some set of query 
literals Q. Obviously, CS(A,B,x)  NQ=• if both A AQ=O and 
B n Q = Q. This suggests that the consensus operation for finding query- 
based implicates is guided by participating clauses that have non-empty 
intersection with the set of query literals. 
Unfortunately, definition 3.1. of MII'QI(X) contains more implicates than 
those generated solely from the restricted consensus operation. For exam- 
ple, if ~ = {a V b} and Q = {ql . . . . .  qn}, then every a V b v qi for 1 < 
i < n, is an approximated minimal query-based implicate of Y,. This also 
implies that the size of MII'QI(X) can be as large as MI('Z). 
However, we can restrict our implicate generation to those generated by 
the restricted consensus operation, and ignore those approximated mini- 
mal query-based implicates of X formed through disjunction. Intuitively, 
this strategy advocates lazy computation i terms of sacrificing complete- 
ness. Using this approach, we should obtain a subset of MI~QI(X) which is 
smaller than MI('Z) and MII'Qi(E) but contains MIIQI(~,). 
This approach is intended to use more space than MIIQI(~) but less than 
MII'QI(X) in exchange for not computing all the minimal implicates of 
~. To compute such a subset of the set of approximated minimal query- 
based implicates, consider first the definition of a restricted generalized 
consensus. 
DEFINITION 3.3. (restricted generalized consensus) Let ~ = 
{C 1 .. . .  , Q} and Q = {ql . . . . .  qm}" A generalized consensus of ~ restricted 
by Q is defined as 
GCS( ) = 
S = CS(GCS({C1 . . . . .  Cn-1}), 
Cn,X) 
undefined 
if ~= {C 1}and 
CI OQ~f~ 
if ~ = {C1,...,Cn} and 
SnQ~¢~ 
otherwise 
Note that the definition implies the order of clauses in ~ is crucial 
because, if rearranged, it might not yield a restricted generalized consen- 
sus. That is, when I~1 > 2, it is not commutative. For example, let 
={(1)--la vb , (2 )  --lb Vc,(3)  ~c  Vq}and Q={q}.  
1. GSC({1, 2, 3}) = undefined because CS(1, 2, b) n Q = 0. 
2. GSC({1,3,2})= undefined because there is no consensus between 
clause (1) and (3). 
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3. GCS({3, 2, 1}) = CS(CS(3, 2, c), 1, b) 
= CS(CS(-~c v q, -Tb v c,c), -~a v b,b) 
= CS(-~b v q, -~a v b,b) 
= -~a Vq  
Fortunately, if a generalized consensus exists for a set of clauses 
restricted by Q, then any permutation of ~¢' that has a generalized 
consensus restricted by Q will yield the same consensus. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ~ = {C 1 . . . .  ,Cn} be a set of clauses and GCS(~)  be 
a generalized consensus restricted by Q for the ordering in ~. Any permuta- 
tion ~ '  of ~ such that GCS(~' )  exists, then GCS(~')  = GCS(~).  
Proof Observe that each consensus operation CS(A, B ,x )  involves 
removing a pair of complementary literals, say {x, -7 x}. Thus, GCS(~) = S 
has all the pairs of complementary literals {xl, ~ x 1} . . . . .  {x~ 1, ~ x~ i} 
removed by the sequence of consensus operations 
CS( CI, C2, x~ ), CS( CS( CI, C2, xl ), C3, x2) . . . . .  
cs( Gcs( {cl .. . . .  c._ 1) ). cn, x._ ,) 
to yield S. For any permutation ~ '  of ~ such that GCS(~' )  = S', if the 
same set of complementary literals {xl , -~x 1} . . . . .  {xn 1,-~xn_l} is 
removed, then S' = S. If S' ~s S, then there is at least a pair of comple- 
mentary literals {y,~y},  y 4=x j, 1 <j  <n-  1 used in place of some 
{x i, ~ xi}. Since every clause C k, 1 < k < n participates in the restricted 
generalized consensus operation to produce S', thus {x i, ~ xi} e S' con- 
tradicting the definition that GSC(~' )  = S' is fundamental. QED 
As a consequence of the above theorem, the set of all possible consen- 
sus of a set of clauses ~ restricted by Q is the set of all possible 
generalized consensus of the members of the powerset of ~' restricted by 
Q. Additionally, we shall also speak of the minimality of a consensus in 
terms of the subsumption relation. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let ~ = {C 1 . . . .  , C,} be a set of clauses. The set of 
all minimal consensus of ~ restricted by Q is ~(~)  = SUB({GCS(S) I 
vs c_ ~}). 
Finally, the set inclusion properties amongst ~(~),  MIIQq(~) and 
MII'QI(£) are expressed in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let £ be a formula, Q be a set of query literals and ~('£) be 
the set of all minimal consensus restricted by Q. 
1..~'(~) c MII'QI(E) and 
2. MIiQl(?~) ~ ~('Z). 
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Proof 
(1) i f (X )_  MII'oI(Y): Assume that there is an S ~ if(X) such that 
S ~ MII'QI(E). Observe that every minimal consensus restricted by Q 
is an implicate of X. Thus S is a query-based implicate and since 
S ~ i f (X )  implies that no proper subset of S is in if(X), S is 
a approximated minimal query-based implicate (definition 3.1.) 
contradicting S ~ MII'ol(Y). 
(2) MIfQI(•) c_ if(X): Let S ~ MIIQI(E). By the definition 2.1, S is an 
implicate of X, S is minimal and S n Q ¢ Q. By corollary 3.1, the 
set t(5~) contains all the implicates that are minimal and have 
non-empty intersection with Q, therefore S ~ ~'(~). QED 
Figure 5 illustrates the set inclusion relationship amongst Cn('Z), MI(X), 
MIIQI(Y~), MI(QI(YO and the approximation I(5~) denoted by the circular 
dotted line. The partition in the dotted circle, _7 = if(E) -MIIQI(E), is 
outside of MItQI(X) and contains those approximated minimal query-based 
implicates that are not minimal globally with respect o X. As shown in 
example 3.1, the implicate -1 a v q is a query-based implicate generated 
by the restricted generalized consensus operation, but is not minimal with 
respect o Y~ globally. In fact, we can characterize this property of the set 
_7 exactly. First, we note that if(X) = MIIQI('Z) U _7. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let "Z be a formula, Q a set of query literals and Z a 
clause. I f  Z ~ .2" then there exists a clause M ~ MI('Z) such that M f~ 
Q = Q and M subsumes Z. 
Proof Assume that Z ~ -7 thus Z ~ if(X). Since Z is a query-based 
implicate and it is not minimal by the fact that it is not in MIrQI(X), then 
there is an implicate that subsumes it. If there is an implicate M ~ MIIQI('Z) 
that subsumes it, then by the definition of if(X), Z ~ if(X) contradicting 
Cn(X) 
MI( D MI~ (Z) 
....... X ) ' .  
Figure $. Set inclusion properties of Cn, MI, Mile I, MI(Q I and the approximation 
~' of Y. 
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the fact that Z ~ ~'(£). Thus, the only minimal implicate M that can 
subsume Z is one resides outside of MIIQI(E). By minimality, M ~ MI (£)  
and M n Q = @. QED 
4. AN ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING Y(~)  
Intuitively, the restricted generalized consensus uggests that the search 
for a query-based implicate, through a chain of restricted consensus 
operations, hould always select participating clauses that have a non-empty 
intersection with Q. This fact is stated more precisely in corollary 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let £ be a formula and Q a set of query literals. I f  
~ cc_ E such that VC i ~5  a (C i n Q = (~), then GCS( J ' )  = undefined for 
all ~c,~,, GSC 
Any subset ~ of E, such that every member of it has an empty 
intersection with Q, can be safely ignored for purposes of restricted 
consensus. Recall that in the definition of restricted generalized consensus 
(definition 3.3.), the GCS of a set of clauses can be computed via a 
sequence of restricted consensus of two clauses. Thus by searching for two 
clauses at a time such that at least one of the clauses has non-empty 
intersection with Q ensures the elimination of redundant search as sug- 
gested by corollary 4.1. We shall introduce a naive method for computing 
restricted consensus in algorithm 1. 
Finally, to obtain the subset of approximated minimal query-based 
implicates, the subsumption operation is performed according to the rule 
that clause A subsumes clause B only if A c B and both clauses have 
non-empty intersection with Q. Algorithm 2 shows a simple restricted 
subsumption method. 
To illustrate the search space generated by the restricted consensus 
operation, let 
Algorithm: Naive QBIG 
Input: A formula E and a set of query literals Q. 
Output: The set ~(E).  
Let temp ~ @ 
While temp 4= E do 
temp *-- E 
E ~- E U CS(A,  B, x) for some A, B ~ E such that 
A AQ4=fDorBNQ4:Q.  
end 
*- E u {{q, ~ q} lVq  ~ Q} 
E *-- QBIG-Subsumption(£, Q)
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end 
Algorithm 1: Algor ithm Naive QBIG 
Algorithm: QBIG-Subsumpt ion  
Input:  A formula E and a set of query literals Q. 
Output :  Minimal clauses of E restricted by Q. 
Let temp *- 0 
While temp 4: E do 
temp ~ "2, 
~ E -A  for some A ~ E such that 3B ~ E(B cA) ,  
A n Q 4= Q~ and BAQ~O.  
end 
end 
Algorithm 2: Algor ithm QBIG-Subsumpt ion  
X = {(1) a 4 ~ c 
(2) a 1 Aa2 ,  c ~d 
(3) a 3 A am, d ~ ql 
(4) a 4 A a2, d ~ q2} 
and let the query literals be Q = {ql, q2}. The set of minimal implicates 
are depicted in Figure 6. The original clauses are enclosed in solid boxes 
and the derived minimal implicates are outl ined by dotted boxes. A solid 
arrow between boxes indicates potential consensus and a dotted arrow 
denotes subsumption relation. The numbers in brackets denote the clauses 
involved in generating the implicate. For  example, box (2, 3) is the consen- 
; . ; , : , , ,  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :x 
_v._-_a2 v..-.a_4__v__d_, (1,2) 
/ l -a , , - - ,~-c ,  d I<2~ 
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , (2,4) ,::ii~!ii~ii~i::~!i::i~ii~i~ i:: i::i::ii~iiii, (2 3) 1 a lv  a2v a3v Cv ql ,4) ....a' 
' . T . __ ' . . '2  . . . . .  7 ' . . . _ _ -2  . . . . . . .  " ............................................... 
O) l - a ,v  -a , ,  -O ,  q, I [ - , , ,  -a,  v ...d , q f  I(4) : ,~,s,,m~,.._.. 
J 
t t 
. *  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , - -~-  . . . .  ~ . . . .  "_ . .  . . . .  - '~ ' t  
(1,2,3) ~-_al..V.-__a_2v_~_aLv.-.a4_v__qLj ,' .-_aj_ v_ -~_ 2.v_ _---_a_4_ _v_ q2_ .,' (1,2,4) 
,;"q[-~'-Z'~l~- i I qz v -q2 t 
| . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Figure 6. Minimal implicates consensus graph. 
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SUS of clauses (2) and (3). Notice that the dotted box (1, 2) is not a 
query-based implicate because it has no common literals with Q. Also note 
that clause (1, 2) is also the intermediate clause that produces the other 
two implicates denoted by dotted boxes (1, 2, 3) and (1, 2, 4) respectively. 
Alternatively, the other two implicates (2, 3) and (2, 4), which are query- 
based implicates, are also capable of producing the query-based implicates 
(1, 2, 3) and (1, 2, 4) respectively. Thus, following the algorithm QBIG, we 
first select a clause that has non-empty intersection with Q, for example 
clause (3), resolve it with clause (2) with respect o literal ~ d to produce 
clause (2,3). Subsequently, clause (2,3) resolves with clause (1) with 
respect o literal ~ c to produce clause (1, 2, 3). 
Similarly, when clause (4) is chosen to resolve with clause (2) with 
respect to literal -1 d, it yields clause (2,4). A subsequent consensus 
operation with clause (1) with respect to literal ~ c produces clause 
(1, 2, 4). Notice that clause (1, 2) is never produced using algorithm QBIG 
and thus the computational saving. 
The remaining question of this approximation is that how large is the set 
~'(E)? The answer is that it is a subset of MII'QI(~) (lemma 3.1.) but 
because we sacrificed global minimality, it may be larger than MItQI(~,), 
that is, the space denoted by _2" can contain many globally non-minimal 
implicates. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. To illustrate this fact, let the query literals Q = {q}, 
E = { -~a v b l ,  ~b l  v b 2 . . . . .  -Tb  n 1V  bn, ~bn,  
-~p V q,  
p V ~a Vt l , . . . ,p  V -~a Vtm} 
non-query-based implicate 
-~a vb  1 ~pVq 
b 1 v b 2 p v m a v t 1 
m b 2 V b 3 p V m a V t 2 
approximated query-based implicate 
-~bn'_ 1 v b n p v ~a v tm_ 1 
7b  n p v ~a v t m 
~a -~a v q v t l , . . . ,  -~a v q V t m 
On the left-hand side, a non-query-based implicate, -1 a, is derived. On 
the right-hand side, approximated query-based implicates are derived using 
restricted generalized consensus method. Notice that, on the right-hand 
side, there can be m implicates in i f(E) that are not minimal globally with 
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respect o the non-query-based implicate -1 a. Nevertheless, this is justified 
in the sense that this is the price we pay for not spending the effort to find 
the minimal implicate -1 a from the set of non-query-based implicates. 
This trade-off is reasonable if n is significantly larger than m. Naturally, 
how well does this restricted generalized consensus method behave on 
application data requires extensive experimentation and analysis. The 
analysis presented here provides a step towards investigating the experi- 
mentation and we shall leave this as future work. 
Finally, in the worst case where every clause in 2~ has non-empty 
intersection with Q, this method will have the same complexity as comput- 
ing all the minimal implicates. Thus, the query-based implicate computa- 
tion is an any-time algorithm. Obviously the above algorithm is naive and 
further improvement can be achieved but we shall leave this investigation 
for future work. 
5. APPROXIMATED EXPLANATIONS 
In this section, we shall demonstrate the use of the approximation i
computing explanations. First, minimally consistent explanation is defined 
in terms of minimal implicates; second, an approximated set of explanation 
is defined using the set Mltal(~) and their properties are studied; and 
finally, the set of explanation approximated by using the set ~'(~) approxi- 
mated by the algorithm is presented and their properties are also studied. 
5.1. Explanations Generated From MItQI(T~) 
Recall that an explanation E (conjunctive clause) for a query G with 
respect o a formula ~ is (1) Z ~ E ~ G and (2) ~ U ~ is consistent. And 
E is minimal if no proper subset of it has the same property. Hereafter, an 
explanation is understood to be a conjunctive clause. To compute the set 
of minimal explanations from MI(~), one simply computes the set 
ME(G, MI(~,)) = SUB({E I M e MI(~,), M n G --/: 0 and 
E = -~(M-  G)}). 
Because our motivation is to compute the set of minimal explanations 
from a smaller set of minimal implicates MIIQI(E) or more precisely the 
approximated set if(E) approximated using algorithm QBIG. The ques- 
tion remains what are the discrepancies between the minimal explanations 
obtained from MI(~.,) and MIIQI(E) and thus ~'(E). In reality, what is 
important to us is the property of explanation obtained from the set ~'(E). 
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Because the set ~'(~) is a superset of MIiol(~), thus studying the proper- 
ties of explanations from MliQl(E) will suggest o us the properties of 
explanations obtained from the set ~'(E). 
Nevertheless, we shall first investigate the properties of this query-based 
approximation. The two properties we are investigating for an explana- 
tion E of G, with respect o a knowledge base E, are minimality and 
consistency. 
Let the set ME(G, MIIQi(E)) be the set of all minimal explanations for 
G with respect o E restricted by the set of query literals Q, that is 
ME(G, MIIQI(~,)) = SUB({E I M ~ MIiol(]~ ), M n G ¢ • and 
E= 
Recall that the set MIiQl('2) is computed given a priori a set of literals, 
assumed to contain literals in the queries vocabulary, for selectively 
constraining the implicates. When searching for an explanation for an 
actual query G, we do not place any restriction on G; the query G may 
have no common literal with Q. This is deliberate since this framework is 
also aimed at other potential application like assumption-based reasoning 
(Kean and Tsiknis [6]). 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let ~, be a formula, Q be a set of query literals, and G 
be a non-empty clause. I rE ~ ME(G, MIIQI(E)) then the explanation E is 
consistent with ~,. 
Proof If E ~ ME(G, MIIQI(E)), then ~ ~ --1 E u G for non-empty G 
and ~ E u G is minimal. Assume that E ~ -7 E, but -1 E c (~ E U G) 
thus contradicting -7 E U G is minimal. Consequently E u E is consistent. 
QED 
In terms of minimality, if E ~ ME(G, MIiQl(E)) then E is minimal for 
G with respect o MIIQI(E). Unfortunately, E is no longer minimal with 
respect o ~ globally. To demonstrate the above fact, we need to show 
that ME(G, MIiQl(~)) ~ ME(G, MI(~)). First, we show that ME(G, MIIQ I 
(~)) c_ ME(G, MI(~,)) as illustrated by the following example. Let 2 = 
{a vbvc ,  a vdvc  vq}, Q={q} and G=bvc  vq .  Thus, a vdv  
c v q ~ MIIQI(~,) and both a v b v c and a v d v c v q are in MI('2). 
From MIiol('2) the explanation -1 a A -7 d ~ ME(G, MIIat('2)). Con- 
versely, from MI(E), only ~ a ~ ME(G, MI(~)) because -~ a subsumes 
the explanation--1 a A--1 d. Thus the explanation ~ a A ~ d in ME 
(G, MIIQI(~,)) is not in ME(G, MI(Y,)). 
Conversely, ME(G, MI(~Z)) ~ ME(G, MIIQI(2)) either as shown above, 
that is the explanation -1 a ~ ME(G, MI(2)) is not in ME(G, MIIQI(2)). 
This is simply stating the fact that a minimal explanation obtained from a 
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smaller subset MIIQI(~,) is not guaranteed to be minimal with respect o 
explanations obtained from its superset MI(E). There is however a rela- 
tionship between these two sets which is expressed by the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let E be a formula, Q be a set of query literals and G 
be a non-empty clause. If E ~ ME(G, MIlQI(E)) then there exists an 
E' ~ ME(G, MI(~)) such that E' subsumes E. 
Proof Let E ~ ME(G, MItQI('2)), thus by the definition of ME 
(G, MIIQI(]~)), there exists M E MIIQI(E ) such that -7 E = M - G and 
M A G 4: O. Since M is minimal with respect to E, M~ MI(E) 
and -1E = M-  G. By the minimality of ME(G, MI(E)), there is an 
E' ~ ME(G, MI(E)) that subsumes E. QED 
Intuitively, the explanation obtained from the set ME(G, MIIQI(E)) is 
less minimal than the one obtained from the set ME(G, MI(E)). It is less 
minimal precisely in the sense that there is another explanation, possibly 
different, from ME(G, MI(E)) that subsumes it. 
Fortunately, there is a special case in which these two sets are equal. If 
the query G is a unit clause, that is it contains a single literal, and 
G n Q 4: 0,  then these two sets are equivalent as expressed in the 
following lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let E be a formula, Q be a set of query literals and G 
is a unit clause such that G n Q ~ 0.  The set ME(G, MIIQI(E))= 
ME(G, MI(E)). 
Proof Let E ~ ME(G, MIIQI(~,)) and obviously (--1E U G) ~ MIIQ I 
(E). Assume that E ~ ME(G, MI(~,)), then there is an E '~ ME(G, 
MI('2)) such that it subsumes E. Since G is unit clause, (-1E' u G) 
MI(~) and since (-T E' U G) N Q ~ O, (-1E' U G) ~ MIIQj(~). But 
then (7  E' U G) c (--1E U G) because -1E' c -1 E, thus contradicting 
(~ E u G) ~ MIIQI(E), therefore E ~ ME(G, MI(~,)). 
Let E ~ ME(G, MI(~)) and (--1E U G) ~ MI(~). Assume that E 
ME(G, MIIQI(~)) that is, there is an E' ~ ME(G, MIIQI(Y,)) such that it 
subsumes E. Consequently, (-7 E' U G) ~ MIIQI(Z) and by proposition 
2.1., (--1E' U G) ~ MI(E). But then E' ~ ME(G, MI(E)) contradicting E
is minimal. QED 
In summary, explanations obtained from the set MIIQI(E) preserve 
consistency and sacrifice minimality globally with respect o E. Neverthe- 
less, they do preserve minimality with respect o MIIQI('Z) locally, that is 
the explanation is minimal and consistent with respect o MIIQI(~). Thls is 
precisely the adequacy of approximation we desired. In the special case, 
where the query G is a unit clause and has non-empty intersection with Q, 
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we preserve both properties and gain by retaining and searching only a 
subset of the space of minimal implicates. Also, if the set Q grows to 
include ~,  the set of vocabulary of ~, then MIIQI(~) = MI('Z). 
5.2. Explanations Generated From ~'(Z) 
Recall that our motivation is to compute the set of minimal explanations 
from a smaller set of minimal implicates MIiQl('2), thus saving space. We 
will now investigate the properties of explanations generated from the set 
~(~;). 
Lemma 3.1. stated that MIbQl(~,) C ~'(~), thus, the properties of expla- 
nations obtained from the set ff(~) inherit at least those obtained from 
the set MIIQI(~). Recall from Figure 5 and corollary 3.2., there exist 
implicates in the set if(E) that are not minimal globally with respect o ~. 
This is illustrated by the area denoted by .2" in Figure 5. This property 
implies the explanations obtained from implicates in this subset .2" are not 
consistent globally with respect o 22. 
Because the subset -2" is not known a priori, the question remains 
whether we can distinguish when the explanations obtained from the set 
ff(~) can guarantee consistency. We shall compute the set of minimal 
explanations obtained from the set if(E) as follows: 
ME(G, ~(~) )  = SUB({E I M ~ ~(~) ,  M n G ~ • and 
=E =M-  G}). 
LEMMA 5.2 Let "Z be a formula, Q be a set of query literals, ~(~) be the 
set of implicates approximated from algorithm QBIG and G be a clause. If 
E E ME(G, ~(~)) and ( ~ E U G) G Q, then ~ u E is consistent. 
Proof Since E ~ ME(G, if(Z)) and (~ E u G) _ Q, by the definition 
of ~'(22), (--1 E U G) is a minimal query-based implicate, that is, (-1 E U 
G) E MIIQI(~,). Assume that E is inconsistent with 2£, that is, there is 
an E 'cE  such that ~ -TE'. But ~E 'c (~EUG)  contradict- 
ing (-1 E U G) ~ MIIQI(~). Therefore there cannot be such a ~ E' and 
consequently E U E is consistent. QED 
In short, lemma 5.2. states that if the explanation (to be precise, the 
negation of the explanation) and the query G contain only query literals 
from Q, we are certain that the explanation is consistent. Nevertheless, to
ensure minimality, we require that G is a unit clause in addition to the 
condition stated in lemma 5.2. This is stated more formally in lemma 5.3. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let ~ be a formula, Q be a set of query literals, ~(~) be the 
set of implicates computed from algorithm QBIG and G be a unit clause. 
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E ~ ME(G, ~W('£,)) and (-1 E u G) c_ Q iff E ~ ME(G, MI(X)) and 
(~EUG)  c_Q. 
Proof 
if: Since E ~ ME(G, ~'(X)), (~ E U G) ~ c~(X) and is minimal. Addition- 
ally, (-~ E U G) ~ Q implies that (7 E u G) ~ MIIQI(E). Since G is a unit 
clause, E ~ ME(G, MIIQI(E)) and by lemma 5.1., E ~ ME(G, MI(E)). 
only-if: Let E ~ ME(G, MI(X)) and since (-1 E u G) c Q and G is a unit 
clause, by lemma 5.1., E ~ ME(G, MIIQI(E)). Hence (-n E U G) E MIIQL(~) 
and it is minimal. Since MIIQI(E) _ ~'(E) by lemma 3.1, (-~ E U G) 
~(E). Again by minimality and the fact that G is a unit clause, E 
ME(G, ~'(E)). QED 
Consider example 3.1. again, the algorithm QBIG will only derive the 
implicate -7 a v q but not the long chain for non-query-based impli- 
cate --~ a. Thus if the query is the literal q, then the explanation a obtained 
from a ~ q is inconsistent globally with respect o E. In short, if we 
sacrifice minimality in implicates, we introduce inconsistency in explana- 
tions, except in the two special cases in lemma 5.2. and 5.3. Nevertheless, 
an explanation obtained from if(E) is consistent and minimal ocally with 
respect o if(E). This is useful in that we can view if(X) as our current 
knowledge base and have no knowledge of what X is. 
Now, the tradeoff becomes that between the saving over computing all 
the minimal implicates, versus relaxing global consistency in explanation. 
One might argue that global consistency of an explanation is crucial and 
it should be required at any cost, but as indicated in example 3.1, to 
derive --1 a is expensive. On the other hand, one could argue that obtaining 
an explanation quickly is better, for two major reasons. First, obtaining an 
explanation of some sort is better than not as in example 3.1.: If the query 
is q, there will be no explanation if we insist on global consistency. Thus, 
from the information processing point of view, the user is left guessing 
which part of the explanation is inconsistent. Second, since reasoning is 
continuous, asking more queries will eventually ead to the detection of the 
inconsistency. For example, after obtaining the explanation a for the query 
q, we can ask for the explanation of the query --~ a, thus adding -7 a to the 
set of query literals Q. If the explanation for -~ a is II, then --, a is a 
consequence of ~, thus a is inconsistent with E. 
This paper argues for the second proposition above, that is, relaxing 
global minimality and consistency in favor of saving time and space for 
explanations that are locally consistent and minimal. In a much looser 
argument, one can view such approximation as lazy reasoning where one 
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works on only the easily accessible facts. As the demand for precision 
increases, more work is required. 
6. ATMS IMPLICATES 
In this section, we shall demonstrate the use of the definition of 
selective implicates in defining ATMS implicates. The purpose is merely an 
exercise to show the generality of the definition, and that the formalization 
of ATMS is feasible following the original motivation of Reiter and 
de Kleer (Reiter and de Kleer [4]). Let E be a consistent set of clauses, 
and d - -{a  1 . . . . .  a,} be a set of distinguished positive literals called 
assumptions. 
DEFINITION 6.1. (ATMS-implicate) A clause C is an ATMS-impl icate o f  
~Z if  E ~ C and 
1. C = q for  a literal q f~ s~ (a premise); 
2. C = a 1 A ... A a m ~ q for a literal q ~ and {a 1 . . . . .  am} c_~' (a 
justification); 
3. C = a 1 A ".. A a m ~ [] (or  -7 a 1 V ... V --1 a m) where 
{ 7 a 1 . . . . .  -~ am} C_5~ ¢ (a nogood). 
A clause C is an ATMS-minimal implicate of E if no proper subset C' 
of C is an ATMS-implicate of E. 
Thus, the definition is also an approximation of implicates and mini- 
mal implicates with added restrictions. Interestingly, using the above 
restrictions, it can be shown that every ATMS-minimal implicate of E is 
minimal globally with respect o E. 
PROPOSmON 6.1. (ATMS-minimal implicate) I f  C is an ATMS-min imal  
implicate o f  E, then C is a minimal implicate o f  E. 
Proof Assume the clause C is an ATMS-minimal implicate of E and C 
is not minimal globally with respect o E. Then, there is a C' c C such 
that E ~ C'. By the definition of ATMS-minimal implicate (definition 
6.1.): 
1. If C = q then the only clause that subsumes it is the empty clause c2. 
Since E is consistent, he empty clause cannot be derived. Thus C 
must be minimal. 
2. if C=a I A" 'Aa  m-~q or ( -~a~V'"V  ~a m Vq), then C' can 
either be 
(a) C' c {a 1 . . . . .  am) which is a nogood; 
(b) C' = q which is a premise; or 
(e) C '  = akl /~ "'" A akin ~ q such that  {akl , . . . .  akin} ~ {a 1 . . . . .  am). 
In all the cases, C' is an ATMS implicate of E which contradicts the 
assumption that C is ATMS-minimal. 
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3. i fC=a 1 A ... Aa m ~ [] or(-~ a 1 v ... v -~ am)whichis a no-good , 
then the only clause that subsumes it is another smaller nogood C', 
which contradicts C being ATMS-minimal. QED 
Let MIArMs(E) be the set of all ATMS-minimal implicates. In terms of 
finding explanation from MIArMs(Y-), if the query G does not contain any 
assumption literals from ~¢, then explanations for G generated from 
MIArus(E) are consistent. However, if G contains assumption literals, 
then there can be no explanation because of the restriction in condition (2) 
of definition 6.1. The ATMS-implicate approach is computing consistent 
explanations by sacrificing expressiveness, that is only HORN clauses and 
non-assumption queries are expressible. 
One efficient algorithm to compute ATMS-minimal implicates is 
de Kleer's algorithm in his original ATMS [3]. The ATMS algorithm 
exploits all the restrictions mentioned above so that computing minimal 
ATMS-implicates i fast. 
Using the above definition (6.1) would allow us to study variants of 
ATMS and their corresponding algorithms by varying the restrictions. 5 For 
instance, to replicate to notion of focusing on leading diagnoses in 
(de Kleer and Williams [1], de Kleer [2]), we can define a similar notion 
called a focus-ATMS-implicate. First, assign a probability to each a i ~ 
and secondly, use the conditional probability of the clause a I A ..- A 
am ~ q to further discriminate the generation of ATMS-implicate. One 
may use the heuristic of generating k number of focus-ATMS-implicates 
ranked by its conditional probability. One open question is the usefulness 
of using the query-based implicate approach to generate ATMS-implicate 
and combine it with probability. It has been shown in (de Kleer and 
Williams [1], de Kleer [2]) that using probability in generating ATMS- 
implicates has gained substantial improvement. Thus, using the any-time 
algorithmic strategy of generating query-based implicate, the combination 
of these two methods may be fruitful. We shall leave this for further 
investigation. 
7. LENGTH-BASED IMPLICATES 
In this section, we describe a resource-bounded approximation scheme 
using the length of a clause as the restriction. 
DEFINITION 7.1. (Length-n-Implicate) A clause L is a length-n implicate 
of ~ if ~ ~ L and ILl <_ n for some natural number n. A clause L is a 
5 For non-Horn extension in ATMS, see NATMS in (de Kleer [6]). 
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length-n minimal implicate of ~, if no proper subset of L is a length-n 
implicate of "Z. 
The motivation for such a definition is based on the idea of resource 
bounding for computing time and storage. For instance, under stringent 
storage requirements, requesting length-5 minimal implicates proceeds by 
computing the consensus of two clauses A and B such that I A u B I < 7 
or ICS(A, B, x)l < 5. Thus, after removing the complementary literals, the 
size of the consensus must be less than or equal to 5 literals. Such a 
constraint will avoid generating implicates of size greater than 5 and 
potentially save time and storage. Obviously if n > l YI, the size of the 
vocabulary, then this strategy is equivalent to generating all the minimal 
implicates. Also note that if the clause L is a length-n minimal implicate 
of E, then L is minimal for implicates of any length and thus for E. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let "Z be a formula and MI< n(~) be the set of all 
length-n minimal implicates. I l L  ~ MI< ,(~) then L c MI(E). 
Proof Let L ~ MI<_ n(~) and note that L can only be subsumed by 
another implicate smaller than L. By the definition of length-n minimal 
implicate (definition 7.1.), the minimality of L for length-n ensures no 
other implicate of length greater than n can subsume L. Consequently L 
is minimal with respect o ~ and L ~ MI(~). QED 
As a consequence, an explanation E for a query G generated from 
length-n minimal implicates guarantees the consistency of E with respect 
to E. Unfortunately, it does not guarantee the minimality of the explana- 
tion E for all lengths as illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Let I£ = {(1)a V b V ql, (2) a v c v ql v q2}, the query 
G = c v ql V q2, and the designated query's vocabulary Q = {q~, q2}. The 
implicate (1) has length 3 and (2) has length 4. The explanation generated 
from length-3 implicates is a v b and from length-4 implicates is "a" 
which subsumes "a v b." 
Nevertheless, at the expense of minimality of the explanation, this idea 
has the advantage of being compile on-demand and also satisfies the 
requirement for an any-time strategy. For example, given a query G, 
generate the explanations for G from the set of all length-n minimal 
implicates. If more precision is required, generate minimal implicates of 
length n + 1 and so on. This again, has the flavor of any-time computation 
in which the length of an implicate is used in guiding the computation of a 
partial subset of minimal implicates. As the length limit increases, the set 
of minimal implicates becomes more complete. 
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With regard to the issue of computation, generating smaller implicates 
first has the advantage of subsuming larger implicates. This is similar to 
the unit-resolution strategy in theorem proving where a unit literal is 
resolved first. Other uses for this definition include the formalization of 
constraint satisfaction problems in ATMS as presented in (de Kleer [17]). 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proposed to incorporate symbolic approximation into 
computational abduction. A scheme of approximation strategies was 
presented and two approaches to approximation i  abduction, namely 
knowledge-guided and resource-bounded approximation were proposed. 
The proposal advocated sacrificing global consistency and minimality in 
abduction and retaining local consistency and minimality. 
The minimality of an implicate plays two important roles in finding an 
explanation: to ensure consistency of the explanation E; and to achieve, to 
some extent, the minimality of E. A general definition for approximated 
implicates called selective implicates was presented. Three instances of 
selective implicates including query-based, ATMS, and length-based 
implicates were studied. 
We pursued an in depth study of the properties of query-base minimal 
implicates (knowledge-guided approximation). The computation of these 
implicates is facilitated by relaxing the minimality criteria and hence 
deriving the notion of approximated query-based minimal implicates. The 
QBIG algorithm, using the idea of approximated query-based minimal 
implicates and restricted generalized consensus, computes the set ~'(E) 
which is larger than MIIQF(~,) but does not require the computation of all 
minimal implicates of E. 
The explanation for a given query generated from the set MIIQI(~) 
deviates from the explanation generated from the set of minimal impli- 
cates of E. The difference is that an explanation generated from MIior(E) 
is consistent, but not necessarily minimal with respect o E. 
The explanation for a given query generated from the set if(E) deviates 
from the explanation generated from the set of minimal implicates of E in 
two respects. First, the approximated subset of minimal implicates may 
contain globally non-minimal implicates, which in turn introduces inconsis- 
tency in explanations with respect o the whole knowledge base. Second, 
the minimality of an explanation is sacrificed because not all minimal 
implicates are available. Exceptions to the above two discrepancies were 
also discovered. Nonetheless, these explanations are consistent and minimal 
locally with respect o ~(E). 
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An ATMS-implicate (knowledge-guided approximation) was defined to 
demonstrate he generality of the definition of selective implicates and 
finally, a length-based implicate (resource-bounded approximation) was 
introduced to further illustrate the notion of approximating implicates. 
The idea of approximation i reasoning by sacrificing completeness (as 
defined in theorem proving by Loveland in Shapiro [8]) is not new. 
Nevertheless, this paper has provided a descriptive method of analyzing 
tractability versus expressiveness (see Nebel [19]) for a good discussion 
on tractability versus expressiveness in terminological reasoning for hybrid 
knowledge representation systems) in computational bduction. However, 
the results presented in this paper is categorically speculative because 
there is a lot of work to be done on experimentation real application. 
This paper has provided the necessary theoretical result for furthering the 
experimentation. 
As for other future work, specific algorithms based on the consensus 
method for generating specific selective implicates must be investigated. 
Further investigation i to new instances of selective implicates based upon 
particular application domains hould be rewarding. 
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